My children, when small, asked me, variously: "tell me a story not in a book"; "tell me a story from your mouth". The youngest now asks instead: "tell me a dystopian future". Last year, this amused me. I could tell tall tales, weird and bad. Now, I am not sure where to start, and I am certainly not sure where to end. This is still our world, but we queue compliantly in supermarkets at 2 m intervals; we shout to our older relatives as we drop off food from the end of the garden path, walking away as we do, and we need to find a face mask before going into a shop or onto a train. Earlier in the summer, photographs of a school in France where children were told to play separately and with no contact with others in a chalk marked square were harrowing and heartbreaking. Routinely hugging grandparents is now off limits. Is this how a generation of children will be reared to know each other and society? How are people going to get to know strangers they eventually fall in love with? How will weddings, funerals, graduations, or birthdays be marked? Distantly, it seems. I have done a lot of thinking about what a dystopian future would look like, and I didn\'t think it would look like this.

Perhaps reading fiction could help illuminate these strange times. Authors are often inspired by real-life events. What seems foreign to me in the UK--- for example, living through a world war---was the life of my grandparents. Surreal stories---coupons for food, blackouts, children being sent to the other end of the country---had been their reality. Pandemic present, I chose books that I thought might offer comfort or clarity, expecting the reading would take a few weeks. Instead, it has taken months. I was distracted by another research publication, another pile of emailed clinical guidance, half-listening to British radio talk about nursing home deaths, failed contact tracing apps, the purchase of testing kits that turned out to be unreliable, track and trace being outsourced to private companies, continuing shortages of personal protective equipment in some settings, and nonsense about immunity passports. Concurrently, working life as a general practitioner has been revolutionised. Trying to reduce patients in the waiting room, my work has become quite lonely, isolated to my consulting room for much of the time, offering what feels like two-dimensional call centre medicine. I miss the chat, and the nature of the unexpected turns when humans interact when near each other. Telephone and video consultations can work, especially for straightforward things, or when we know each other. But remote consultations are more challenging---can be thoroughly unsatisfactory---often when a new patient wants to talk about new problems, or I need to give terrible news, or, sometimes, simply bear witness. These changes are poignant at a time when we are also bombarded with a blizzard of half-truths, lies, disinformation, misinformation, and population anxiety. It is tiring for everyone. Bedtime reading about plagues can be hazardous.
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One classic of the genre is Albert Camus\'s *The Plague*. The setting of the afflicted port of Oran in Algeria is at first surreal. "Reviewing that first phase in the light of subsequent events, our townsfolk realised that they had never dreamt it possible that our little town should be chosen out for the scene of such grotesque happenings as the wholesale death of rats in broad daylight or the decease of door-porters through exotic maladies." Just as bus and taxi drivers have been at increased risk of COVID-19, so too in Oran did the door porters die often of plague. The same feeling of unreality is felt by Dr Bernard Rieux, a doctor in the city who recognises the plague and treats his patients for it; he thinks "the danger still remained fantastically unreal". As the town is closed and the residents are left to sweat it out, deaths mount, leaving Rieux to bear witness to horrific deaths. There is a methodical description of a child\'s death, after trying an experimental serum fails. "So, if he has to die, he will have suffered longer", Rieux concludes. It is not a cheerful book. But it reflects exactly the unease of watching a distant threat move closer, the disbelief, and a realisation that it is here. Camus\'s plague is a thick and malignant constant. Even the last lines are threatening: "the plague bacillus never dies or disappears for good; that it can lie dormant for years and years in furniture and linen chests....and that perhaps the day would come when, for the bane and the enlightening of men, it roused up its rats again and send them forth to die in a happy city." Unsettling and memorable, this novel carries the same uncertainty as our 2020 reality of COVID-19---will the pandemic be over by the next school term, by the end of the year? We do not know. Or perhaps, this will be the next decade of our lives, and perhaps some of the changes we are seeing now will be permanent.

Seeking individual stories in a maelstrom finds the humans who are the statistics. *Pale Horse, Pale Rider*, was published in 1939. It is novella by American writer Katherine Anne Porter, and is primarily a love story about Miranda, a journalist, and Adam, a soldier. There are twin cataclysmic events beyond their small town lives: World War 1 and the influenza pandemic of 1918--19. The story\'s title is from a spiritual song both characters know---the "pale rider" is death. When the influenza comes, Adam struggles to find Miranda a hospital bed. Delirious and weak, Miranda is "afraid to go to sleep, I may not wake up". In desperation, she asks "'Don\'t you love being alive? Don\'t you love weather and the colors at different times of the day, and all the sounds and noises like children screaming in the next lot, and automobile horns and little bands playing in the street and the smell of food cooking?'" Adam is not allowed to visit her, just as relatives are unable to visit patients with COVID-19 in hospitals today. He leaves her a note as she tells the doctor "'I\'m not unconscious...I know what I want to say'. Then to her horror she heard herself babbling nonsense, knowing it was nonsense though she could not hear what she was saying." A man dies a few beds away, and is wrapped carefully and respectfully in a shroud. The fierceness and confusion of Miranda\'s delirium is described with painful factualness. Armistice Day arrives. Miss Tanner, the nurse who "knew her business, had snatched back from death with her own hands", gives Miranda the letters that arrived during her fever. The nurse sits with her as she reads them and is "prepared to be helpful to the end". Adam had died of influenza in the camp hospital, asking his friends "in case anything happened, to be sure to let her know". Classically romantic, but hewn from quiet, commonplace tragedy, Porter silhouettes singular human heartache against global, uncontrollable events.

And then there comes speculative fiction, as Margaret Atwood calls it---not science fiction with Martians and spaceships, but a dystopia a few years and parallel universes along. Atwood\'s MaddAddam trilogy---*Oryx and Crake* (2003), *The Year of the Flood* (2009), and *MaddAddam* (2013)---is full of acidic satire and wry comedy. Here, vast corporations control health and prostitution, exert citizen control, and direct food supplies. The privileged live in guarded compounds, with better food and air quality, and outside, everyone else is in the "pleeblands". Genetic "splices" are everywhere---pigoons are pigs bred to contain human organs for transplants, and Mo\'hairs are sheep growing human hair, ready for scalp insertion.

The trilogy follows several characters and their associates, centring on Ren and Toby, two members of a hippieish doomsday sect, God\'s Gardeners, as they attempt to survive the predicted end of days, this "waterless flood". There is much wit. There are other sects---like the Lion Isaiahists and the Wolf Isaiahists who feud over whether the lion or wolf will lie down first with the lamb when the peaceable kingdom arrives. The Gardeners are taught to prepare their ararat (a hidden store of non-perishables kept for when the flood comes) and, indeed, this turns out to be crucial to their survival. They also have hymns, and a plethora of saints\' and special days. As Toby, terrified, sees a vicious old enemy approach, she alerts the group leader, the Panglossian Adam One. He is not concerned. After all, Adam One believes that even being dead isn\'t that bad, after all, deceased humans add useful compost to the earth. "'Be of good cheer\', he said 'Nothing bad will be done to you.\' But since Adam One thought that even the most terrible things happened for ultimately excellent though unfathomable reasons, Toby did not find this reassuring."

Meantime, Crake, is identified as a genius in school and sent to an elite university (the children judged less bright are sent to different colleges, where the graduation milkround includes companies selling coffee and sex). Crake\'s first invention is BlyssPluss pills, which promise youthfulness to the ageing body and improved sexual performance. The drug also delivers sterility, unknown to the pill-takers, and later, the tablets release a virus that kills humans by the million, in the "waterless flood". The second invention is Crake\'s creation of the Crakers---a humanoid species who are compliant, unambitious, uncompetitive, beautiful, and designed to live off vegetation---and who Crake wants to repopulate the world. Serial challenges are placed by Atwood in this trilogy: which kind of human is better? What are the consequences of deliberate genetic design, climate change, and corporations with unchecked power? It is notable that sexual violence, the subjugation of women, and unchecked power pervade in this world, as well as the coherence offered by religion. Are these all an unending part of the human condition? In rebuilding the idea and ideals of what human life on earth should be like, are we unable---or unwilling---to see the pervasive problems that lead to our downfall. Many politicians have failed us, yet I see a worn acceptance that this is just how it is. Fiction may blaze the trail, but Atwood says "Although MaddAddam is a work of fiction, it does not include any technologies or biobeings that do not already exist, are not under construction, or are not possible in theory."

In the final book *MaddAddam*, the Crakers urge Toby for a narrative to create their place in the world. They eventually learn to tell stories themselves. This, too, may be part of the human condition. We need stories of how we can change to equitable and less damaging living, of where human decency and contact are the sparkles under our feet. I think I have read these books for the reassurance that all things will pass. Of course, they will. But they will have to pass again, and again, and again.
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